
With HearIntelligence™.
Awaken your natural hearing intelligence.

When hearing, the ears and the brain simultaneously 
undergo various complex, intelligent processes: For 
example, they detect acoustic signals, determine the 
signals’ spatial locations, and evaluate their importance. 
At HANSATON, we speak of natural hearing 
intelligence. This refers to the complex interplay of 
different functions that are so individually and perfectly 
coordinated that they happen completely unconsciously. 
But if the ears no longer function properly, then the 
brain cannot perform its tasks any longer either. That 
is why we here at HANSATON demand the exact same 
requirements from a hearing system that a healthy ear 
would require.

HearIntelligence™ hearing systems from HANSATON 
have been developed with the aim of taking over 
the impaired, natural processes of hearing through 
innovative signal processing. The goal is not only to 
compensate for the hearing loss, but also to allow for a 
more natural hearing
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jam SHD
Behind-the-ear hearing systems.

Spatial hearing 
in a new dimension.

Awaken your natural 
hearing intelligence with 

BTE hearing systems.
 Hansaton Akustik GmbH • Sachsenkamp 5 • 20097 Hamburg • Germany

Telephone: +49 40 29 80 11 0 • Fax: +49 40 29 80 11 860 
E-mail: info@hansaton.de • Internet: www.hansaton.com

You can fi nd out more about the HANSATON
hearing instruments from your local hearing professionals

or on the Internet at www.hansaton.com



With its highspeed detection, optimal signal processing, 
and the innovative SphereSound SHD algorithm, 
HANSATON has created a new dimension of spatial and 
natural hearing.

Rich color palette guaranteed: The jam SHD S312 
features the modern HANSATON logo and is also 
available in the elegant special Black Edition color.

Sometimes we take the simple things in life for granted... 
until they no longer fully function, and then we realize 
how important they really are. Hearing is one such 
example. Hearing loss makes natural acoustic perception – 
and thus everyday life – more diffi cult.

Shape your life the way you want it to be – the newest 
jam SHD HANSATON hearing systems with innovative 
SphereHD Technology provide cutting- edge spatial 
acoustics, so you can experience natural hearing in all 
kinds of life situations.

The jam SHD S312 is as smart as it is comfortable. With 
its perfected, unique housing, optimized mini-tubing 
and all new, innovatively designed battery compartment 
for particularly easy opening, this little miracle provides 
maximum comfort in everyday situations.

Its small, ergonomically shaped housing ensures that the 
jam SHD S312 is particularly comfortable to wear, and the 
soft, transparent tube fi ts so perfectly to the ear that it is 
scarcely noticeable from the outside. The hearing system 
thus integrates both optically and acoustically into the life 
of the hearing system user.

White Pearl Cloudy Grey Sterling Silver Space Titan Carbon Black Sparkling Bronze Sandy Beige Black Edition

Go about your day without worrying.
With hearing systems that adjust to your life.

jam SHD S312.
Wearing comfort at the highest level.

100 %  ease of use. Statistically proven: in one HANSATON study, 
94% of participants indicated that they could feel the battery 
door immediately, and 100% found it easier to open than 
battery doors on previous models

jam SHD S312 jam SHD S312 in the Black Editionjam SHD RS13 jam SHD S13

jam SHD
Behind-the-ear hearing systems.


